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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the set of stochastic eigenvectors which can he obtained from 
a stochastic matrix S by variations of specified entries of S. Further, given any such 
eigenvector, the variations of entries of S needed to obtain this eigenvector are 
specified. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of interest in this paper concerns how changes in specified 
entries of a stochastic matrix affect the corresponding stochastic eigenvector. 
In particular, we are interested in how variations in these entries can be used 
to control the associated stochastic eigenvector. 
In [3] we considered the following general problem. Let P be an (n + 1) X 
(n + 1) (0, l)-matrix with at least one 1 in each row. Let S be a variable 
stochastic matrix with S d P. We call S the general stochastic model. Let 
S(P) = {all stochastic eigenvectors belonging to (n + 1)X( n + 1) stochastic 
matrices S where S < P). 
We will call S(P) the controllable set for S. In [3] it was shown that S(P) is a 
convex polytope and the vertices of this set were described. Further, if we let 
1 y , . . . , y’ be the vertices of S(P) with corresponding stochastic matrices 
c 1,. . . , C, where each Ci < P, then for any y = XI,l~i y’ E S(P), a convex sum 
of y’ , . . . , y’, it follows that 
YB=Y, 
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where 
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B = ( alY, + * . . + c&Y,) + (a,Y,C, + * . * + a,Y,C,) 
Yi = diag(y’) 
yi = ( yji) >...VY&), 
and (qY, + - . . + cy,Y,)+ the MoorePenrose inverse of cu,Yi + . * . + a,Y,. 
Here, B is stochastic with B i P. We call B a control matrix far y. The set of 
all control matrices for y is denoted by 
cT$ = ((n + l)x(n + 1) stochastic matrices S such that yS = y and S < I’>. 
As in [5], it can be shown that ‘Qr, is a convex polytope. Again, the vertices of 
this polytope may be found, through a result of Brualdi [l, Theorem 5.31, by 
applying the general methods in [5], first computing all vertices of 
S( y ) = {all stochastic matrices S such that yS = y} 
and then choosing from these those vertices which are also in q(y). Suppose 
these vertices are S,, . . . , S,. Then qV contains a fully regular [2, p. 881 matrix 
if and only if 
c b,=s 
k=l m 
is fully regular. 
In [4], the following more restrictive problem was considered. Let S be an 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) simple stochastic matrix, that is a stochastic matrix with the 
eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity one. Suppose that 1 is an essential index [6, p. 91 
of S. Partition S as 
where e is the n-dimensional column vector, all of whose entries are 1. We call 
S the output stochastic model. Set 
C = {all stochastic eigenvectors belonging to S over all choices for a}. 
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We call C the controllable set fm S. It was shown in [4] that C is a convex 
polytope and the vertices of this set were described. Further, it was shown 
that if y = (1, w)/(l+ we) E C, and all vectors in C are of this form, then 
there is a unique a = ~(1 - A) so that the corresponding S satisfies 
ys= y. 
We call S the control matrix of y. Several results were given which de- 
termined which choices of a lead to fully regular matrices. 
The work of this paper continues the development of the above work. In 
particular we consider the following problems. Let S be an (n + 1) X (n + 1) 
stochastic matrix partitioned as 
wherea~Owithue~landO<d~lwithD=diagd,d=(d,,...,d,).We 
suppose S(e, a) is simple and 1 an essential index for some a. The first part of 
this paper concerns the controllable set and control matrices of S(d, a) under 
variations in d. We call S(d, a), under variations of d, the scaled-input 
stochastic model. The second part of the paper concerns the controllable set 
and control matrices for S(d, a) under variations of d and a. We call S(d, a), 
under variations of d and a, the output-scaled-input stochastic model. The 
paper is concluded with a remark on application of this work. 
1. THE SCALED-INPUT MODEL 
The scaled-input model is the (n + 1)X (n + 1) stochastic matrix 
where aa0 witb uedl and O<dae, and where D=diagd and d= 
(d l,...,d,) under variations of d. For this work, a will be fixed and so we 
denote S(d, a) as S(d). It is assumed that S(e) is simple and that 1 is an 
essential index. For other choices of d we have the following. 
LEMMA 1.1. For all d with 0 =g d f e, S(d) is simpb, with 1 an essential 
index. 
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Proof. Pick any d with 0 G d d e. Consider a stochastic eigenvector for 
S(d), say (z,,, z). Then 
(z,, +(d) = (z,, 4, 
which yields 
z,a+nDA=z, 
or 
zoa = z(Z - DA). 
Since 1 is an essential index of S(e), the spectral radius of A is p(A) c 1. 
Consequently, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem, p( DA) < 1. Hence Z - DA is 
invertible and so 
z = z&Z - DA) -l. 
Thus S(d) has a unique stochastic eigenvector. Since x,, can not be zero, it 
follows that 1 is an essential index. W 
By the controllable set of S(d) we mean 
C = {all stochastic eigenvectors belonging to S(d) for 0 < d < e}, 
To describe this set requires a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let I/,..., y’ be nonnegative vectors of dimension n + 1 
tithy’*Ofori=l,...,r. Consider 
T=convex{y’,...,yr) 
and 
T’=convex{ -j$,...,-$-. 
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Proof. Pick y E T. Then 
where 
and ai >/ 0 for all i. Thus 
Y ’ 
ye=,+ xi i a,y’e Yi 'ye y’e. 
since 
it follows that y/ye E T’. 
Conversely, if 2 E T’, then 
where 
and a, z 0 for each i. Set 
where 
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Then z’ E T. Since 
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and 
r 
z'e= C qc=c, 
i=l 
it follows that 
ThUS 
A description of C now follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. The controllable set C is given by 
C = convex 
(l,a(l-EA)-‘) 
l+a(Z-EA)-‘e 
, over all choices E, 
X an n X n (O,l)-&zg~42Z matrix 
I 
. 
Proof. First, we show that 
C, = ((1, y) where (1, y)S(d) = (1, y) for some d with 0 < d < e} 
= convex{(l, a(Z - EA)-l), over all choices E, an n X 12 (0,l)diagonal 
matrix}. 
For this, take (1, y’) and (1, y2) in C, where 
(1, y”)S(d’) = (1, yi) 
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for i = 1,2. Then 
a + yiDiA = yi 
for i = 1,2. Hence, if 0 < a < 1 
cry’ + (1 - a)y2 = a + ay’D,A + (1- a)y2D2A. 
Set 
ay’D1+(l-a)y2D2= [ayl+(l-a)y2]D, 
where 
D=diagd, 
d = (dl,...,d,), 
and 
d = ay!‘)d I” + (1 - a) yi2)d j”’ 
I 
ayj’) + (1 - a) yi2) 
if ayj’) + (1 - a)yj2) > 0, and 0 otherwise, for i = 1,. . . ,n. Then 0 < d < e. 
Hence 
ay’ + (1 - a)y2 = a + [ayl + (1- a)y2] DA. 
Application of this result yields 
(l,ay’+(l-a)y2)S(d) 
=(l-ae+[ay’+(l-a)y’](e-DAe),a+[ay’+(l-a)y2]DA) 
=(l-ue+[ayl+(l-a)y2]e- [ay’+(l-a)y2]e 
+ ue, y1 + (1 - a)y2) 
=(l,ayl+(l-a)y2). 
Hence, C, is convex. 
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Now, if (1, y) E C, then (1, y)S(d) = (1, y) for some d, 0 s d g e. As 
a+yDA=y, 
it follows that 
y=a(Z- DA)-’ 
and so 
(l,a(Z-DA)-‘)EC,. 
Choosing D = E, where E is any (0,l)diagonal matrix, yields that 
convex((l,a(Z-EA)-‘) overallchoicesE 
where E is an n X n (0,l)diagonal matrix) 5 C,. 
For the converse, note that C, is compact and hence has vertices. Take 
any (1, y’) = (1, a(Z - DA)-‘)E C, where 0 6 d < e, and say 0 < di < 1 for 
some i. Using that (I - DA)-’ = [det(Z - DA)]-‘adj(Z - DA), it follows that 
(l,y’)= 
g + difor 
g+ 1f, adi+/ 
where g and f are constant vectors and (Y and p are scalars. Hence, (1, y’) is 
between (1, a(Z - D,A)-‘) and (1, a(Z - D,A)-‘), where 
dj” = 
di if j*i, 
1 if j=l, 
d$h 
d, if j*i, 
0 if j=i. 
From this, it follows that 
C, = convex{(l, a(Z - EA)-‘) over all choices of E where E is an n X n 
(0,l)diagonal matrix} 
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Finally, from Lemma 1.2, 
C = convex 
@,a(~-EA)-‘) 
l+a(Z-EA)-‘e 
over all choices E , 
an n X n (0,l)diagonal matrix . 
1 
n 
From the proof of this theorem, we can also obtain a control matrix S(d). 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let (1, y’)/(l+ y’e) for i = 1,. . . ,s denote thf3 vertices 
of C. Suppose 
(1, y’)S(e’) = (1, y’), 
where 0 G E, G Z and Ei = diag ei is a (0,l)diugonul matrix. Zf 
wbe Cf,lai = 1 and ai > 0, then 
where 
f: aiyji)eji) 
di= i-i 
c aiyji) 
i-l 
if ICI-1 aiyj (*) > 0, and 0 othenuise. 
The set of all control matrices far (1, y)/(l + ye) E C, 
6$, = {S(d) where (1, y)S(d) = (1, y) and 0 < d < e}, 
can be obtained as follows. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let (1, y)/(l+ ye) E C. Then ?i& is a convex polytope. 
The vectors d for the vertices S(d) may be found among the solutions of 
dYA=y-a, 
where n - rankYA components of d are O’s or l’s, and the TOW indices of YA 
rwt belonging to these components yield a rank YA X n fill-rank submatrix. 
Proof. We first show that 6$, is convex. For this, pick S(d’) and S(d”) in 
611V.ThenyD’A=y-aandyD”A=y-a.Pickanycu,O<a<l.Then 
Further. 
y[&‘+(l--@“]A=y-a. 
l-ae+ye-y[aD’+(l-a)D”]Ae=l-ae+ye-ye+ae=l. 
Hence, 
(1, y)S(ad’+(l - cy)d”) = (1, y). 
Since cyS(d’)+(l- a)S(d”)= S(ad'+(l - a)d”), it follows that qr, is convex. 
That 6iIV is compact is easily seen, so that it now follows that 611V is determined 
by its vertices. We now describe these vertices. 
Set y - a = b and YA = B, where Y = diag(y,, . . . , y,). We consider 
yDA=b, 
or equivalently 
dB = b, 
where 0 < d G e. 
Set rank B = r and nullspace B = 92. Suppose d is a solution to the 
equation above and that d has 6 entries equal to 1 or 0. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that these entries are the 1,. . . ,6 entries of d. 
Suppose 6 < n - r. Let 
%a={rE%suchthatx,=~~~ =x8=0}. 
Let ml,m,,...,m,_, be a basis for 5% Consider 
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where m, =(m,i,..., rnin). Since 6 < n - r, the dimension of the subspace of 
solutions to this equation is 
91 ml6 
(n_r)_r& 
i 
. . . . . :::. . . . * . . >n_r_6>(). 
xv1 -0. 7kr8 I 
Hence, the dimension of 9ZL, > 1. 
Now choose any x * 0 in XL,. Choose E > 0 so that 
so that both S(d + EX) and S(d - EX) are in 6Q,. But now, 
d=+(d+m)+&(d-a). 
Hence, if S(d) is a vertex of %,,, then d may be chosen to have at least n - r 
components equal to 0 or 1. 
Now, without loss of generality, suppose S(d) E fT$ has its first n - r 
entries equal to 0 or 1 and only these entries equal to 0 or 1. Rearrange 
If 
is not full rank, set 
dB=b 
b n-r+1 
= b - d,b, - . . . - d,_,b,_,. 
b, I 
w such that w 
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Thus 9Zl is of dimension greater than 0. Choose any nonzero w E $X1, and 
set x=(0,..., 0, w), a vector with n entries. Then 
XB = 0. 
Hence, an E > 0 may be chosen so that 0 G d f EX G e and both S(d + EX) and 
S(d - EX) are in Gj)l. Since d = i(d + a)+ &d - EX) it follows that if S(d) is 
a vertex of gV, then d must have at least n - r components equal to 0 or 1, 
and row indices which are not the indices of these n - r components yield a 
full-rank matrix. W 
An example of this theorem follows. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
Then 
S(e) = 
To determine y, consider 
so that 
and 
so 
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Now 
and 
Hence we solve 
.=,=(; )(: :)=(: ) 
b=y-a=(l,l). 
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for d. Here, d = (3, 1) and (1, $), so that 
S(d) E convex{S(b,l), S(l,g)). n 
We now consider the problem of determining a fully regular S(d ) E 9J,. 
For this, let 
s=O a it) 0 A'
Suppose there is a permutation matrix P = (Pii), with pll = 1, such that 
where 
’ 0 B, 0 *** 0 
0 0 B, 0-e 0 
Qe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 *** Is,_, 
\ Cl c, c, * *. c, 
is square and the main diagonal blocks of Q are k, x k, for i = 1,. . .,r. 
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Suppose further that 
( Cl c, . . . q= ;1 “oz *** “s , i 1 . . . i 
where G, is g X ki with one of G,,. . .,G,, if they exist, not 0, and Hi is 
(k, - g)~ k, and the largest such. 
In this case, let Li be a k,-dimensional vector of l’s, 6, a g-dimensional 
vector of l’s, and 6, a (k, - g)-dimensionaI vector of 0’s. Then we call 
a latent cycle of S belonging to P. 
Let 
’ 0 ’ 
4) 
= 1 \: . ) 44, 
so that P gives a permutation T of (O,l,. . . ,n). Denote by sr(d) a vector 
whose partition is compatible with that of L,, the vector 
I- dn-qk,+ +k ,_2+l)an-‘(kl+...+kr-2+l)e,..., 
1 - +(k,+ +k,_#n-‘(k,+ ... +k,_,)e* 
where ai is the ith row of A. Based on this notation, when S(d) is fully 
regular can now be described. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let L, be a latent cycle of S corresponding to a perrnuta- 
tion matrix P. Then S(d) is filly regular if and only if for the inner product 0 
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between L and sp( d) we have 
LpOsp(d)*O for all P. 
Proof. The proof follows by studying the form of S(d). n 
As a direct consequence of this theorem we can obtain the following 
sufficient condition for full regularity. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Zf A * 0, and each di is such that 0 < di < 1, then S(d) 
is fully regular. 
This concludes our work on the scaled-input stochastic model. In the next 
section we consider the output-scaled-input stochastic model. 
2. THE OUTPUT-SCALEDINPUT MODEL 
The output -scaled-input model is the (n + 1) X(n + 1) stochastic matrix 
where a > 0 with ae $1 and 0 =G d Q e, with D = diag( d ), under variations of 
d and a. We assume that S(e, a) is simple, with 1 an ergodic index, for some 
a. For other choices of a and d we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf S(e, a) is simple, with 1 an ergodic index, for some choice 
of a, then S(d, a) is simple, with 1 an ergodic index, for all choices of d and 
a. 
Proof. Basically as in the scaled-input model. 
The controllable set of S(d, a) is 
C = {all stochastic eigenvectors belonging to S(d, a) with 0 < a, ae < 1, 
andO<d<e). 
A description of the controllable set of S(d, a) follows. 
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THEOREM 2.1. The controllable set 
C = convex 
i 
(l,O), 
(l,e,(I- EA)-‘) 
l+e,(I-EA)-‘e’ 
over all e,, the (0,l) ndirnensional 
row vector whose only rwnzero entry is in the ith position, and 
over all choices of E, a (0,l)diugonul matrix}. 
Proof. Basically, this is as in the scaled-input model. 
For the control matrices, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (1, y)/(l+ ye)E C and (1, y’)/(l+ y’e) be the 
vertices of C with (1, y’)S(f’, fi’) = (1, y’), where f’ and A are (O,l)-vectors 
with ff having only one nonzero entry, for i = 0,. . .,r. Let y = C:,, aiyi fo7 
some ai 2 0 with Ci+ ai = 1 and a = Xi__, a&, and let 
&0 ‘yiYj’)fJ”)/C’: ,,+ q yi(‘) when Cf,o ai y(‘) > 0, and 0 otherwise. Then 
dj = 
J 
(1, y)S(d,a) = (1, Y). 
Proof. Basically as in the scaled input model. 
To describe aI control matrices corresponding to y, let 
$J, = {S(d, a) where (1, y)S(d, a)= (1, y) with 0 Q d < e, 0 d a, and m Q 
I>* 
We show that ‘?i$ is a convex polytope and describe its vertices. 
THEOREM 2.2. For any (1, y)/(l + ye) E C, qV is a convex polytope. The 
vectors d, a corresponding to the vertices S( d, a) may be found among the 
solutions of 
d(YA)= y-a where Y=diag(y,,...,y,), 
where n - rankYA entries of d are 0 or 1, and the row indices of YA not 
belonging to these entries yield a rank YA x n fill-rank matrix B. Further, a 
has r of its entries equal to 0 or to min(l, yi}. The column indices of B not 
belonging to these indices yield a rank YA x (n - r) matrix, B,. Let B, be the 
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submatrix of B in columns not in B,. Then either 
(1) B, is fill row rank or 
(2) (B, Bze) is fill row rank. 
Proof. That gY is a compact convex set follows by direct calculation. The 
second statement of the theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.2. 
We suppose without loss of generality that d, , . . . , d, are O’s and l’s and 
that the matrix B in 
can be rewritten as 
rowss+l,..., n has full rank: Then 
(Ly)S(d,a)=(Ly) 
Cd s+l,...,dn)B + a = y - C diyiai, 
i=l 
where a, is the ith row of A. Now, suppose without loss of generality that the 
ith entry in a is 0 or min{l, yi} for i = 1,. . . ,r. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. B, has fill rank. We assume without loss of generality that B, 
is in the last r columns of B. In this case, 
Cd s+l,...,d,,)B1= -6+$- k d,y,ci,+,, 
i=l 
where h, 9, and di are the vectors a, y, and ai with the first n - r entries 
deleted. Since the right-hand side of this equation is completely determined 
and B, is full rank, (d,+l,...,d,) is uniquely determined and consequently a 
is uniquely determined. Hence S(d, a) is a vertex of 6i&. 
Case 2. B, does not have full row rank. Consider 
Cd s+l,...,d,)(Bz,Bl)+a=y- i diyiai* 
i=l 
This case now breaks into two subcases. 
Case a. ae < 1. Consider 
W,, = { wlwB, = O}. 
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Since B, is not of full row rank, the dimension of W,, is 1 or greater. Pick 
w f 0 in W,, sufficiently small so that 0 < (d,+r ,..., d,)+ w = a+, (d,+r,.. ., 
d,)-w=& <e,and 
d, B + a+ = y - i diyiai, 
i=l 
a-B+a_ =y- t diyiai, 
i=l 
where a + =a-wBanda_ = a + wB are nonnegative and satisfy ae -c 1. Set 
L$ = (d,,.. . ,d,, a+) and 8, = (d,,. ..,d,, a_). Then (d, a) =&(a,, a+) 
+ ;(a,, a_ ) and hence S(d, a) is not a vertex. 
Case b. ae = 1. Suppose (B,, B,e) does not have full row rank. Set 
W,={wlw(B,,B,e)=O}. 
Since (B,, B,e) does not have full row rank, W, has dimension at least 1. 
Pick w in W, sufficiently small so that O<(d,+l,...,d,)+ w = i3+, 
(d s+l,._.,d,)- w = & Q e, and 
a+ B + a+ = y - t d,yia,, 
i=l 
&B+a_ =y- 2 diyiai, 
i=l 
where a+ =a-wB, a_ =a + wB, and a+e=aie=l. Now, as before, set 
a,=(d, ,..., d,,il+) and i&=(d, ,..., d,,a_), so that (d,a)=$(a,,a+) 
+ $(a,, a_ ) and hence S(d, a) is not a vertex. 
Hence, it follows that if S(d, a) is a vertex of 611U, then d, a must satisfy the 
conditions described in the theorem. 
Finally, to show that 6iJr, is a convex polytope, we need to show that gq has 
only finitely many vertices. We have shown that if S(d, a) is a vertex of 6I&, 
then d must have n - rankYA entries that are O’s or 1’s. Further, if a has r of 
its entries either 0 or min{l, yi}, then the corresponding matrices B, and B, of 
YA satisfy 
(1) B, is full row rank or 
(2) (B,, B,e) is firIf row rank and ae = 1. 
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We show in both cases that the remaining entries of d and a are uniquely 
determined. Again assume without loss of generality that the first s entries of 
d are O’s or l’s and the last r entries of a are O’s or min{l, yi}. Then 
i=l 
Hence 
i=l 
in the notation previously defined. The entries in ci and those of the vector on 
the right hand side of the equation are known. Hence, if B, has full row rank, 
then (d,+l,..., d,) is uniquely determined and hence so is a. If B, does not 
have full row rank but (B,, Bse) does, then (d,+l,...,d,) must satisfy 
Cd s+l,aa.,d,)B1+6=Q- f: diyicii> 
i=l 
(d s+l,...,d,,)B2e+(1-cie)=tje- k diyicii. 
i=l 
Since (B,, Bse) has full row rank, (d,+l,. . .,d,) is uniquely determined and 
consequently so is a. From this it follows that there are only finitely many 
vertices in 6iJ and so 6iJy is a convex polytope. n 
An example of this theorem follows, 
EXAMPLE. Let 
l-ue a 
S(e,u)= H-1 0 4 + , 
1 
3 1 3 3
Then, as in the previous example, take (a, $, $) E C where d = ($ , 1) and a = 
(4.4). Here, y = (2, $), so that 
YA= 9 
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and the equation is 
bw,) : 1 ( 1 +b,4,)=(%P). 
The candidates for vertices are: 
d = (1,l) with a = (a,+), 
d =(l,$) with a = (o,o), 
d =($,l) with a = (o,o), 
d = (0,3) with a = (o,o), 
d = (2,0) with a = (o,o), 
d = (0,O) with a=@,$). 
Note that the choices a = (1,l) were not recorded, since for this a we have 
ae = 2. 
From this, it follows that 
C=convex{s((l,l>,(f,f)), S(($,l), (0,O))). 
We now consider when S(d, a) is fully regular. For this, let 
SC0 0 it) 0 A’ 
Define latent cycles (or; . .,q) and (L,; * .,L,_r, Sr,Ss) as in the output [4] 
and scaled-input models respectively. Then, combining the conditions for full 
regularity for these models, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let a=(vrI,-*-,r,) and L=(L1,...,L,_1,S1,62) be 
latent cyclea for S corr~ing to a pemututim matrix P. Then S(d, a) i.s 
j?.dlyregulurifundonZyifu~~~~lorL~ss,(d)~O. 
As a consequence, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf A * 0, then S(d, a) is filly regular if (1) 0 < d, < 1 
fmeuchiur(2)O-cui<1fmeuchi. 
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This concludes the work on the output-scaled-input stochastic model. We 
conclude this paper with a remark concerning the application of this work. 
3. A REMARK ON APPLICATION 
Consider the exchange process having components labeled 1, - . . ,n + 1. 
Suppose component i initially has xi’) units of a specified quantity or set for 
i = I;. -, n + 1. Let S = (sij) be an (n + l)x(n + 1) stochastic matrix, where 
sij denotes the percentage of component i’s quantity sent to component j at 
each exchange step. Then, after k exchanges, 
where 
and xi”) yields the quantity at component i after k exchanges for k = 0, 1, . . . . 
As a consequence, if S is simple, then since 
xk+zk-l+ *** +xo=xo 
k+l 
and 
where y is the stochastic eigenvector for S [2, p. 981, it follows that this 
eigenvector describes the long-run average quantities in each component. 
Further, if S is fully regular, then, since limk,,Sk = ey [2, p. 951, it follows 
that the stochastic eigenvector y for S describes the long-run quantities in 
each component. 
In this setting, the work of this paper concerns how the changing of 
percentages at component 1, and scaling percentages on the remaining 
components, affect the long-run behavior of the system. In particular, if the 
input and/or output percentages at component 1 can be manipulated or 
reconstructed, the paper describes how this can be used to control the 
long-run behavior of the system. 
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